
Demand and Strain 

on Intensive Care Units



What is ICU capacity strain?

• A dynamic discrepancy between the availability 
of finite resource (e.g. bed, ventilator, 
healthcare providers) and patient need for 
admission



• 21 recommendations regarding ICU triage

• “We suggest that, under ideal conditions, 
patients be admitted or discharged strictly on 
their potential to benefit from ICU care”



• Prospective cohort (n=195) admitted to 3 
MICUs and 1 SD unit

• Increased nursing workload was the main risk 
factor for nosocomial infection



• Retrospective cohort (n=776,905 evaluable       
patient-days for VTE prophylaxis) utilizing Project 
IMPACT database (68% received appropriate 
therapy)

• Both census and # new admissions associated with 
reduced odds of receiving VTE prophylaxis





• Modest increase in risk adjusted acute hospital 
mortality in patients admitted to closed ICUs during 
times of higher ICU strain 

• Conclusions were limited by sample size (<10% of the 
658 ICU-years were contributed by closed ICUs)



Rationale & hypotheses (… in closed units)

Critical care units may have a fixed 
capacity for workload:

 healthcare providers

 Consultants, nurses, AHPs, etc.

 resources

 Numbers of beds, ventilators, etc.

Workload may affect outcomes:

 greater numbers of, or 
same/greater numbers of 
higher risk patients

Admission during periods of higher strain (workload) may 

be associated with a greater risk of death compared with 

admission during periods of typical strain



Methods (i)

• Retrospective cohort study using CMP 

• 1 Jan 2015 – 31 Dec 2016

• Included units

• minimum of one year’s data within two-year 
study period

• Included admissions

• weekday daytime (08:00-19:59)

• age ≥16 year, first/initial unit stay



Methods (ii)

• Exposure of interest - strain 

• Defined three ways:

• bed census - no. of people occupying beds during a day

• severity-weighted bed census – as above and weighted 
by predicted risk of hospital death

• activity-weighted bed census – as above and weighted 
by status during day (weights: 2=admitted; 1 =present 
throughout; 0.5=discharged)
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Methods (iii) – statistical analyses

• Outcomes: hospital mortality (primary); unit 
mortality (secondary)

• Multilevel mixed-effects logistic regression 
including random effects for each unit

• covariates: age (linear); sex; severe 
comorbidities; dependency prior to admission; 
location prior to admission; urgency of surgery; 
ICNARC Physiology Score (linear); primary 
reason for admission; time trend; and strain 
(high and low versus typical)



Results - cohort characteristics

• 143,213 daytime (08:00-19:59) weekday adult 
(≥16 years) first admissions

• Demographics:

• 62 years (IQR, 52 – 75), 45% female

• 48% medical

• Mean ICNARC Physiology Score:

• 15 (SD 8.9)

• Mean predicted risk of hospital death:

• 17% ± 24%

• Ultimate acute hospital mortality: 17%

[unpublished data]



Results – unit characteristics by strain
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Results – strain and mortality 

• Measures of ICU strain on the day of 
admission – when high associated with 
increased acute hospital mortality 

• Relationship was strongest when bed 
census was composed of higher acuity



Results - secondary analyses

• Weekdays 24 hours

• instead of daytime 08:00-19:59

• Low ICU strain: OR 0.96 (95% CI, 0.93 to 0.99)

• High ICU strain: OR 1.05 (95% CI, 1.01 to 1.10)

• Weekends 08:00–19:59

• instead of weekdays

• Low ICU strain: OR 0.93 (95% CI, 0.86 to 1.01)

• High ICU strain: OR 1.01 (95% CI, 0.94 to 1.09)

[unpublished data]



Summary

• In a closed model of ICU care, relative strain   
i.e. how busy a unit is on a given day (relative to 
usual/typical) is significantly and independently 
associated with acute hospital mortality 

• A weaker, non-significant relationship is seen 
between strain and unit mortality



Implications & Future Directions

• Need to understand elements of care 
compromised during high ICU strain in order to 
devise and evaluate methods to bolster them

• Focus on broad ICU populations and on defining 
and understanding the impact of ward strain



Thank you …

Questions???

elizabeth.wilcox@utoronto.ca

elizabeth.wilcox@uhn.ca



Results – seasonality by strain

[unpublished data]



How do we provide best quality of care to 
every patient?

Valley, T. AnnalsATS 15; 11: November 2018



How do different factors impact outcomes?



• Reduced odds of ICU admission when high 
ICU strain, if in ED with sepsis but don’t 
require life supportive therapies



• High strain translated into reduced ICU 
stay and small increase risk of ICU 
readmission



How does strain impact outcomes?

• Mismatch reality for high-quality care:

• High ICU bed occupancy

• High ICU acuity among admitted patients

• High patient turnover




